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High Power Vintage Military Rifle Match

19 Nov 2022
Match Report

It was very cold for shooting on Saturday but at least the wind was not blowing. This was a
good “warm up” or more like “cold up” for the annual Frozen Chosin match we will be shooting
in late January next year. We had, for us, a good turnout of 6 eager marksmen. We were
pleased to have John join us for the festivities, traveling all the way from San Diego to
get the smell of burnt gunpowder back into his nostrils.

M1 Garands were the order of the day except for Nates Swiss Schmidt-Rubin K31.Mark once
again was match winner and James had the second highest as issued rifle score. We had enough
shooters so that I thought a second place award should be issued.

This was the last high power rifle match of the year. I was pleased to see 6 shooters show
up in the cold, but still disappointed at the low turnout we have at these highpower
matches. But I will keep holding them as long as the Board of Directors lets me. After all
they are, as far as I know, the only NRA sanctioned matches the club hosts, and probably the
only ones in Southern Maryland.

My thanks as usual to the faithful, member and non-, who show up at these matches and help
get the range ready for the match prior to and back in order after the event. And a special
tip of the hat to Mark Swierczek, my most dependable shooter, who is almost always the
second to arrive and the last, with me, to leave. Without his help I would never get to
shoot and he is always there to help and give me good advice running the program and the
matches.

Dick Chadwick, Match Director

Official Results Bulletin

Name         Rifle/Cal.   Prone    Prone Standing Aggregate      Place/Category
Slow Rapid

As Issued Rifles

Swierczek, M.    M1 Garand     96-0x    85-0x    90-2x      271-2x      1st As Issued
.30-06                                                 Match Winner

Black, J.        M1 Garand     92-1x    83-1x 80-0x      255-2x      2nd As Issued
.30-06

Banta, G         M1 Garand     92-2x    93-2x     54-0x     239-4x
.30-06

Swift, N.        S-R K31       89-0x    78-0x     79-0x     246-0x
7.5x55

Kelley, J.       M1 Garand     72-0x    65-0x     65-0x     202-0x
.30-06

Modified Rifles

Casilio, J.      M1 Garand      87-0x    75-0x     68-0x     230-0x
.30-06

100 points possible each stage, 300-30x points possible Aggregate.


